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Delighted class incredibly organized
and interesting information
Her personal insight from the language
research law made the information
valid and interesting.

WONDERFUL!
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Clearly defined lectures

Easy to follow

Learned more than I realized because Prof. explained topics well
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Excellent teacher. Loved her spirit and loved her energy. She made many difficult topics very simple and fun to learn.
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By far, Professor Graves has been the best professor I've had. She makes time for her students and helps them in areas that they are struggling in. She is a fair teacher and I've had enjoyed her class.
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Great Class!
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Professor Steele, I'm not sure whether you have the chance to see this, but I just want to let you know that you are the most outstanding professor I've met in my life so far. You are awesome. Thanks for all your hard work and activities. Good luck and feel the best always!